You lie with your ear to the ground
like an eavesdropper. Your head’s soft shell
expects heat to wake it
as the walls of the world are an unknown
animal that coos and broods.
Its plumes wrap long around you,
its breathing is as close as sheets smelling of sleep
and it speaks through the noises that slide below.

one of those big green english sparrows, with no head or legs.
offwhite stripes indicate the male.
its manners subtle or nonexistent.
it gets in the cutlery drawer, or lets say the espresso maker.
i am not talking improved foam. i am not talking ashes for dashers.
the long blue light of the communications wire called to the sparrow.
vacate! vacate!
there was an apron hanging on the wall: are you getting this down?
the clock marked a soft slice of time / aurora borealis.
wind whipping the cream from the trees; little fish birds popping on the lawn; dried gulls
on the hoist.
men are coming home from work, the work grasping at their shirts...
women are adding white food colouring to the potatoes...
a law was made today.
for every stop sign knocked down by a gogo driver, a new hole was made for the course.
the sparrow has got into the rug.
leona was at the mirror waiting for the war to end. she saw the rug rolling larger: but not
her problem.

In a hot December
the swans at Fremantle Railway Station
bake like clay in their nests
either side of the clock tower,
their breast feathers
inexplicably white.
Diesel fumes and dust swirl upwards
staining their red beaks,
settling on their backs,
tarnishing their wings to a nicotine yellow.
In winter storms scour them clean,
squall bursts pour off their feathers
and down the stone walls
while we run for the train
our umbrellas twisting in the wind.
Yearly daubings of white paint
transform Cygnus atratus into Cygnus olor.
Six white swans hiss mutely,
necks curved, wings raised
in a threat display
as commuters alight and depart,
glancing up at the clock in the tower
where the minute hand refuses
to chase the hour.

Bodies swell and move. A calf, wound tight, glistens hotly. Hairless limbs are giddily cast in
fluorescent, shrink-wrapped tendons.
We get up early trying to coax ourselves into routine, tricking our bodies to expect it.
Pain jerks angrily through my blood, breath is furry, ears ringing, sounds are sharper. A patina
of muddy leaves lines my soles. Black swans laconically plump their feathers and nosedive.

